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Steps to Recovery Named One of
“Best Places” to Work
Premiere Addictions Provider Named for Best Healthcare Organization Award
LEVITTOWN, PA – March 16, 2017: Steps to Recovery, a premiere addictions treatment provider, today
announced it has been named one of the “Best Places to Work” by Jobs Now Best Places to Work 2017 Contest,
sponsored by the Bucks County Courier Times, The Intelligencer, Burlington County Times, and Monster.com.
This is Steps to Recovery’s inaugural year being entered in the contest and is its first “Best Places to Work” award.
“We are honored to be named one of the “Best Places to Work” for the first time,” said Ryan McCarthy, Chief
Executive Officer. “Our employees are essential to the continued success of our organization and we take great
pride in cultivating an environment and culture of intimacy and authenticity in which our employees thrive.” The
Bucks County Courier Times, The Intelligencer, and Burlington County Times compiles its list from survey results
voluntarily provided by company employees. This year’s results highlight Steps to Recovery staff engagement in a
number of areas, including personal and professional development, workplace satisfaction, and overall team
cohesiveness. In addition to this latest award, Steps to Recovery’s recent accomplishments include receiving
licensing as a Transitional Living Facility and being recognized as a “Leader in LGBT Healthcare Equality” by the
Human Rights Campaign.

Steps to Recovery is also accredited by the Joint Commission on Healthcare

Accreditation. The company believes in providing unsurpassed quality addiction treatment. The Joint Commission
accredits more than 2, 250 behavior and mental-health related organizations that have exceeded quality standards in
their field. The accreditation reflects excellent in a number of areas, including staff leadership, facility setting, and
efficacy of care and treatment. Steps to Recovery’s accreditation status validates to clients and families that Steps to
Recovery is providing the finest addiction treatment available.

About Steps to Recovery
Steps to Recovery is an extended care program providing community integrated treatment through Intensive
Outpatient, Partial Hospitalization, and Housing Support. Steps to Recovery’s philosophy is that recovery is
sustained through community and connection. The approach and company culture is to engage clients in ways that
offer intimacy, authenticity, and transparency. The staff takes the philosophy into everything that they do and
believes these elements allow clients to grow in ways that will sustain their individual recovery.
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